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ABSTRACT. - A curvature criterium, computable by infinitesimal differential geometry, insures the existence of 
invariant probability measure for an a priori given elliptic operator; uniqueness, reversibility, formula of integration 
by part are discussed in this context; existence of invariant measure for some non linear OU operator on an 
Hilbert space. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of ergodicity of a random system is of paramount importance in Statistical 
Mechanics; its generalization is the problem of ergodic behaviour for an a priori given 
diffusion process or semi-group. 
The problem of constructing a probability measure satisfying an a priori given formula of 
integration by part is a key step for an L2-realization of holomorphic unitary representations 
of the Virasoro algebra or of affine Lie algebras. 
We shall use a solution of the first problem to bring an answer to the second. Our 
approach will be non perturbative in the sense that it is not based on perturbation of an 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type operator; it will depend upon curvature positivity. In classical 
differential geometry, Myers theorem states that a complete Riemannian manifold with 
a Ricci tensor greater than ~~Identity is compact; then the fundamental solution of the 
heat operator, when the time goes to infinity, gives rise to a tight family of probability 
measures. This paper can be summarized by saying that it extends this Myers theorem 
to the framework of infinite dimensional Stochastic Analysis: we call conjinement the 
obtention of thightness of laws of heat process. 
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Infinite dimension can be reached through finite dimensional estimates with dimension- 
free constants; we shall developp here a the method of confinement by curvature in a 
finite dimensional context in the first five sections. The Hilbertian implementation done in 
section 5 has to be considered as a special case which do not exhaust the scope of the 
method for futher infinite dimensional applications. The second author owes a great debt to 
the organizers of the following International Conferences for granting him the opportunity 
to present and discuss there preliminary versions of this work: Barcelona (july 97), Kyushu 
(September 97), North-Western (October 97), Berkeley MSRI (november 97), Pisa (march 
98), Roma (march 98), Philadelphia AMS (april 1998). 
* * * 
A finite dimensional complete connected Riemannian manifold M is given; we denote 
by a its Laplace-Beltrami operator, by V its Levi-Civita covariant derivative. A vector 
field 2 on M, is given. We consider the elliptic operator 
(1.0) 
Using the Kolmogorov point of view, any strictly elliptic operator which vanishes on the 
constant functions can be written on this form. 
1.1 Curvature oj”C. As V,Z’ is a d x d matrix we denote by [VZ]* its transposed; we 
define the curvature of L as the symmetric matrix defined by 
i[Ricc + VZ + [VZ]*] := C 
where Rice denotes the Ricci tensor associated to the Riemannian metric. 
1.2 THEOREM. - Assume that there exists E > 0 such that the curvature of .C satisfies 
(1.2.1) C > t Identity 
for the order of symmetric matrices. Assume that the covariant derivatives of curvature 
tensor R satisfy 
(1.2.2) ]]VjR](Loo < cxi and that ]]V3+1Z]]L~ < 03, Vj E [0,3]. 
Denote by m,(r) the diffusion associated to L and assume that 
(1.2.3) the lifetime of m,( *) is infinite. 
Then 
(1.2.4) the diffusion m,(*) has a unique invariant probability measure, denoted by ,u. 
Assume furthermore that M is simply connected and is an enumerable union of compact 
(paracompactness assumption); assume that the I -difSerential form 
(1.2.5) w(Y) := (ZIY), satijies dw = 0. 
Then 
(1.2.6) the measure p is reversible, 
andfor every C1 function 4 with compact support and every C1 vectorfield Y the following 
formula of integration by part holds true: 
(1.2.7) .I &4 d,u = $[2 < Y, w > -traceV.Y*] dp. M 
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2. Transfert of derivative through the stochastic calculus of variations 
We consider the bundle 0 of orthonormal frames of M . Then c3 is a parallelized 
manifold; more precisely, denoting by d the dimension of M  there exists on c? a canonic 
l-differential form 0 taking its values in Rd x so(d) such that for every T E 0, 0,. is 
an isomorphism of vector space of Tr(0) onto Rd x so(d). We denote by 6, 6 the two 
components of 0. The canonic horizontal vector fields Al, are then defined by the relation 
6(Ak) = 0, 6(Ak) = cl, where e, is the canonic basis of Rd. We denote by i& the 
functions defined on 0 by P?!k(r) = (r(ek)]Z,(,)), then 
&xi@ exdd) = b*dk; c ZkAk := i: satisfies 7r’(Z) = 2, E k 
where 2 has been defined in (1.0) and where 7r denotes the projection of 0 over M ; 2 is 
then the horizontal lift to 0 of 2. Denoting by z a sample path of the Brownian motion 
on Rd we consider on c3 the following Stratonovitch SDE: 
(2.1) dr,(T) = f: Ak (odx’(T) - zk dT): 
k=l 
then the projection ~(r,(*)) of this diffusion is the process associated to the elliptic 
operator L defined in (1.0). Fixing n: we denote by UT+, (~a) := r,(r) the value at time 
r of the solution of (2.1) taking the value r. at time 0. Then U” defines on 0 a flow of 
diffeomorphisms; we shall perfom the Stochastic Calculus of Variations along this flow; 
usually variations are made along the Cameron-Martin space; we shall use variation in 
the extended space of tangent process [CM]; we recall that a tangent process on X the 
probability space of the Brownian motion is the data of an Rd-valued semimartingale 5 
vanishing at zero, which has its It6 differential given by d[” = a; dx@ + c” dr where 
a: is an antisymmetric matrix. 
2.2 PROPOSITION. - Given a tangent process < along X, consider the variations 
d -UXfEi’(?-0),6 
dq,=o 
then <’ is a tangent process; <’ and p are determined by the initial conditions C’(O) = 
p(O) = 0 together with the Itii SDE: 
(2.2.1) d<=dC’+ [iRicc+D](<‘)dT+pdx 
combined with the Stratonovitch SDE 
(2.2.2) dp = R(odx - z dr , I’), 
where IDE := 8~~ .&” and where R denotes the curvature tensor of M . 
Proof - The proof follows [B], [FM], [CM]. We approximate the driving Brownian z 
and the tangent process 5 by a sequence of smooth curves z,, 6; the transfer principle 
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insures that solution of Stratonovitch SDE are the limit of the corresponding sequence of 
ODE. Consider the map an(r, F) :== Uz~~+‘C,~ (TO) and consider the differential form 
atO = (& + ii,)& + (b,, + &,)&, then 
& = 0, &, = dz, + cd&, - z dr. 
We have d(an)* (0) = (Fn)*dO; this last term is computed through the structural equation . . 
of 0; we denote <A = bn(r, 0), pn = &(T, 0). The vertical variation prL acts on z* by 
multiplication by the adjoint pi(z); the horizontal variation <:& acts on z as ZJ(<:, ). We get 
d& - d[; - D(<;) dr - p;(z) dr = -p7L(dzz:IL - z d7). dp,, = R(dx,, - z dr, C): 
the identity pn +pL = 0 gives a remarkable cancellation in the first equation. Letting n + cx, 
we get the corresponding Stratonovitch SDE; the transformation of the first equation into 
the Ito formalism leads to the appearance of Ricci and proves the proposition. 
Transference for the first derivative 
2.3 THEOREM. - Fix mo E M, denote by r,(rno, dm) the fundamental solution of the 
heat equation for C with Source at mo; we Jix TO E I-‘. Given w. E T,,(M) we 
denote by v,( *) the solution of the the ODE 
(2.3.1) &v,+ [; . RKC + ZJ (11,) = 0, ~~((0) = TO(U); denote 5, = I’, ] 
then we have for every C1 test function 4 with compact support 
d 
.I’ dq,=o M 
TAmo + wdm) 4(m) = &,(< 6,(r) , d4 >,,,,(,)). 
Remark. - The stochastic calculus of variations is generally used to make an integration 
by part; it is not the case in this transference theorem. Formulae of this nature appeared 
in [Ma761 p. 231 and in [B] p. 82 formula (2.74). By using transference it could be 
eventually possible to find relations between Driver forward estimates [Dr] and backward 
Hamack-type estimates (see the proof of the Bismut identity given in [Ma97]). 
Proof. - In order to use the Proposition 2.2 we have to take all the starting values of 
variations equal to 0 at time 0; this is not the case for ~~(0); we cope with this technical 
difficulty by introducing ~1~ := j 1 [o,jp I 1 ra ( U) and by defining 
with the initial values & (0) = <i (0) = pj (0) = 0. We lift the test function 4 into 
4 := $0~; then the Proposition 2.2 gives: 
A.j := dE(&li”.+‘i~(ro))) = E(< d$ , C;(T) >); 
d+o 
we define qj by the equation qj(O) = 0, dqj = qj dr; as the martingale part p dx do 
not alter the Wiener measure of Rd we get 
AJ = __ d E(cj(UE+tqJ (7-o))). 
dqt=o 
Taking the limit for j -+ 00 of these two last expressions of ,Aj we get the Theorem. 
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Transference for second derivatives 
The second derivatives will be expressed in a specific chart: we shall choose the normal 
chart at the point where we differentiate; this choice corresponds to the use of covariant 
derivatives; it is implemented on the frame bundle in this manner: given a function 
q!~ E Cl(M), consider its lifting 4 to 0; define dk := dAk, then we have 
Given u E T,, (M), consider &.(T) defined in 2.3.1 then 
(2.4.2) 
Splitting the variation of v, in two components, the variation of the parallel transpofl and 
the variation of the ODE (2.2.1), we get then 
(2.4.3) &cz = 7+(G) + S], 
where S is the variation of the ODE (2.2.1) computed through the following linearized ODE 
dS 
dT + R(S) = -(~v,Dl)(vz) where 27, := :Ricc + ;D. - 
We introduce the resolvent 
(2.4.4) rt~ = -2)i%&+~, X 5 7, RA+A = Identity, 
then we obtain 
(2.4.5) 
s 
7 
s=- 7x,+x(< V*&(*),%,(X) @  %(4 >) d& where 
0 
(2.4.6) %(A) = %-o(u). 
LEMMA. - The positivity assumption (1.2.2) implies that 
(2.4.7) IF II +A hd(~d) I exp(-E(T - A)), VA < f. 
3. Construction and convergence of the desintegrated adjoint diffusion 
Given a semi group P,, having A as infinitesimal generator, we have 8, P, = AP, 
and this formula corresponds to the definition of the fundamental solution of the heat 
PDE. We have also L&P, = P,h and this formula corresponds to the construction of the 
It8 stochastic differential of the heat process. The desintegrated adjoint process can be 
described heuristically as the identity RP, = P,R desintegrated at the level of the path 
space; this point of view is illustrated in the example treated at the beginning of section 6. 
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3.1 THEOREM. - Fixing rno E M there exist a non autonomous elliptic operator 
(3.1.1) & = iu’;i(m. T)Vp, + ci(mT 7)V7; 
such that for every test function 4 with compact support we have 
d * 
-.I dr M 
7r,(rn”, dm) q!l(m,) = 
I’ 
rTT,(,mo, dm) (G&$)(m). 
. , M 
Under the hypothesis (1.2.1) and (1.2.2), we have: 
(3.1.3) SUP exp(4 [II~~E~,~~~~~~~ + llcllRc~ + llV4l + llV~ll] (m.. 7.) < 92. m,r 
Proof. - We project by conditional expectation the transference Theorem 2.3 and we get 
according the quasi-sure analysis [Ma971 the Cl-norm of a conditional expectation Eg 
of a functional on the Wiener space X is controlled by its norm in O?-‘(X) if 9 
is uniformly non degenerated, which means that we have to get uniform control of the 
norm of the inverse of the covariance matrix of 9. In our case .9(z) = Ut+o(ro); its 
covariance dominates the covariance associated to variations constrainted to have their 
support c [T - 1, r]; this last covariance is bounded from below independently of 7. 
Now fixing a frame r. above mno we write the operator 
then we have the classical fact 
(*) g/ n,(m0, dm) 4(m) = L, 
s 
rTT,(mO, dm) 4(m): 
M 
in fact through the Markov property: 
TT+,(mo, f) = E,,,,(f(m.r(~ + 6)) = E,o(E,,~(,)(f(m~~(,)(7)))) = &o(~r(mTs(~), f)); 
differentiating relatively to 6 we get (*). 
We transfert now the derivatives at m. appearing in (*) into derivatives on 4; introduce 
the matrix 
(3.1.4) a, = c W;(T) @ W,!(T) where U:(T) := R,,o(r,‘(ek)) 
k 
then a, is a strictly positive matrix; its conditional expectation Eg(z)=Tn(az) := a,(m, T) 
is also strictly positive; therefore the second order term that we obtain by transferring 
derivatives being trace (u * V2$), the operator Q is elliptic. 
The majorations (3.1.3) come from the terms computed through ODE which 
are controlled by (2.4.7); the single exception is the term p(*) appearing in 
(2.4.3): standard majoration of stochastic integral leads to the following inequality: 
SUPA<, ~(exP(llPllsocd,)) < co. 
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3.2 The desintegrated adjoint diffusion 
Fix TO and call the desintegrated adjoint difision the diffusion m ,(*) associated to the 
non autonomous elliptic operator Q, considered for r > r. and starting at time ra from 
the measure 7r,, (mo, *). Then we have: 
3.2.1 THEOREM. - The law of the desintegrated adjoint diffusion for I- > TO is equal to 
r,(rno, *). When I- -+ 00 the law of the desintegrated adjoint diffusion converges towards 
a probability measure p. 
Proof. - The first part of the Theorem results from 3.1; the second part from the 
following lemma: 
3.2.2 LEMMA. - When r + 00, almost surely, lim m ,(r) := m,(co) exists. 
Proof. - The increasing process of the martingale part and the norm of the drift are 
exponentially decreasing by (3.1.3) and M  is a complete manifold with bounded curvature 
tensor. 
4. Existence and uniqueness of invariant measure 
DEFINITION. - A positive Radon measure 0 of finite or infinite mass is invariant if for 
every C2 function 4 with compact support we have 
.I 
.Gp do = 0. 
M  
4.1 LEMMA. - The measure p is of total mass 1 and is invariant. 
Proof 
I 
p(dm)7rt(m, *) = lim  Tt+.,(mo, *) = IL(*). 
.M 7-+cc 
4.2 THEOREM. - The measure 11, does not depend upon the starting point mo. 
Proof. - Consider another starting point ml and consider a C1 curve y(t) linking m . 
to ml. Consider the Radon Nikodym derivative 
LEMMA. - Denote v, the function obtained applying Theorem 2.3 to i/(t), we get 
flog,&(m) = E”(‘z(‘))=“(J), where 3 := -5 
T 
‘u,(s) dx(s). 
Proof. - We apply 2.2 with a new variation C*, C defined by: 
ax)=<*(x), XE 0,; , [ 1 C(4:=&+~ ((1- qJ)%($), x E [;;+ 
then d<, = p* &(A) - $l(+lv, dX and the non martingale part of this stochastic 
differential gives rise in the formula of integration by part to 1. 
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The Theorem results now from the exponential decay relatively to 7 of r),(r) which 
implies ‘JX! E(exp(XJ)) -+ 1. 
4.3 THEOREM. - Any invariant measure is of~finite mass and is equal up to a multiplicative 
constant to p. 
Proof. - Let 8 be another invariant measure: then by the invariance we have 
vr > 0. 
I 
fY(dm,)7r,(rn, *) = 19(*). 
.M 
Letting r 4 00, and using 4.2, for every compact set A 
’ B(A) = lim 
.I 
t9(dm)~,(m: A) = p(A)B(M); 
.u 
as the 1.h.s. is finite this implies, if p(A) # 0, that 0 has a finite total mass and that 0 = ch. 
Remark. - An argument of this nature can be found in [HI. 
5. Reversibility and formula of integration by part 
We want to prove in this section the results (1.2.6) and (1.2.7.) which are easy 
consequences of section 4. The adjoint of C for the Riemannian volume measure dv is: 
C* = ;A + dZ - b(Z), 
where S denotes the operator divergence for the Riemannian volume. 
LEMMA. - A measure de = q do is invariant if and only if L*q = 0. 
Proof. - By ellipticity (or by the stochastic calculus of variations ) p is absolutely 
continuous relatively to the volume measure. 
LEMMA. - As M is simply connected there exists a function u such that du = w. Then 
c* exp(-2u) = 0. 
THEOREM 
p = cexp(-2u). 
Proof. - Unicity of the invariant measure. 
COROLLARY. - The formula of integration by part (1.2.7) holds true. 
Proof. - The formula of integration by part is the sum of the divergence for the 
Riemannian volume -VkYk plus the logarithmic derivative of the density. 
THEOREM 
exp(-2u) E L1(M, dv). 
Proof - The fact that exp(-271,) is proportional to /I, 
Remark. - The last Theorem is obtained by a long detour. Is it possible to find a 
direct proof? 
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6. Non linear OU process on an Hilbert space 
We shall firstly present, as an example, the classical OU process on a finite dimensional 
space Rd: 
G  = ;A- ;$“a,. where A = c 8% 
k 
is the Laplacian on Rd. Then we have u = i]][l]” and by inspection exp(-27~) E L1. 
We want to apply Theorem 1.2. 
As the Euclidean space is flat we have Rice= 0: the curvature matrix C = iIdentity, 
matrix which is Hermitian, strictly positive. The parallel transport on Rd is the usual 
parallel transport. The transfered derivative dl, from the starting point to the point at time 
7 is therefore exp( -$)a,. By iterating this result we get the transference for second 
derivatives d:,k t--+ exp(-?-)d&. These transferences, consequences of the section 3, can 
be obtained elementarly through Mehler formula: 
then the derivation dl, relatively to co of the r.h.s. is performed under the sign s and 
leads to exp(-%)(dk$). 
We construct the desintegrated adjoint diffusion associated to [a = 0 as starting point. 
At this starting point .C = i A; then by transferring we get Q O  = exp( -,)$A. The 
desintegrated adjoint diffusion is a Brownian motion b(f(r)) with a change of time given 
by 
f’(r) = exp(--r), f(0) = 0. 
When 7 -+ 00 we have f(r) + 1; therefore the desintegrated adjoint diffusion converges 
when r + cc; the law of its limit is the law of the Brownian motion at time 1, that 
is the normal Gaussian law. 
We could choose another starting point (0 # 0, then C at this starting point is equal 
i (A -to * 0); then, by transfering, 2 QE,, = exp(-r)A-exp(-s)<a*V. The desintegrated 
adjoint diffusion has to start from [a and has the form 
17(T) = lo + W(r)) - $0 .lT exp (- S) dA 
where the first term of the r.h.s. is as before; then when 7 -+ cc the law of ~(7) converges 
towards the centered Gaussian normal law. 
Loking to this example we can interpret in general the desintegrated adjoint diffusion 
as a “desintegrated Mehler formuZa” valid in great generality under the single assumption 
of curvature positivity; it is clear that at this level of generality explicit formula cannot 
be obtained; nevertheless the desintegrated Mehler formuZa leads to the same qualitative 
features as the classical Mehler formula. 
* * * 
We consider a non linear operator of the type that Gaveau [G] have considered in the 
linear case. A separable Hilbert space H is given. Assume that for every h E H is given 
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a linear form wh defined on a dense subspace V C H. We do not assume wh continuous. 
We choose once for all an orthononnal basis ek: of V and we construct in this way an 
increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces V, such that their union V” := U,V, 
is dense on H. We denote uk.(h,) := wh (ek). We assume that the directional derivatives 
of I of order 1 and 2 exists VZ E V” and Vh E H; these directional derivative is 
defined for the order 1 by: 
d,(Uk)(h) := 
d 
-aJJh + a). 
dc/,=o 
THEOREM. - Assume that &Sal, = a,, a,; assume that there exits an injective linear 
Hermitian positive operator of trace class K which has an image containing V” such that 
for every h E V” and every z E V” we have 
Assume that the second derivative is bounded by /C-l. Assume that Yk; ~(0) = 0. Then 
there exist a Bore1 measure ,LL supported by H satisfying the formula of integration by part 
associated to w for all smooth vectorJields Z defined on H taking theirs values in V”. 
Proof. - We define a semi-elliptic operator & on V, by 
Then, according Theorem 1.2 the operator LI, has a reversible invariant probability measure 
pk. We consider the process E:(r) on V” associated to ck and starting fom zero. Introduce 
4.s(l) = (&); fi x s and consider for k: > s, c$~(<,“(*)): it is a semi-martingale which 
vanishes at time zero and its It6 representation ok(7--, X) db(r) + ,D”(T, Z) dr,(where b is a 
one dimensional Brownian) satisfies ( ]ak ] + ]pk 1) = O(exp( -/&r) with OS = (IC-‘e,s ]e,9)) 
this estimates being valid uniformly in k, s. Then the It6 calculus gives the estimate 
1 
~!3([4~([“(T)]“) = 0 F ! uniformly in k, s, 7. ( > 
The inequality c,7 & 5 tracel(: implies that the measure I-& converges weakly towards a 
probability measure p supported by H. 
Given a cylindrical vector field Y the formula on integration by part are valid for the 
cylindrical functions of the form KIJ((~~, ! . . . , +e,, ) for all pk, the corresponding divergences 
being uniformly integrable. Therefore the formula of integration by part passes to the limit 
and remains valid for b. 
Remark. - Under the stronger hypothesis that the second derivatives of a are bounded, 
it is possible to relax the hypothesis on K replacing the hypothesis trace class by the 
hypothesis Hilbert-Schmidt. 
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